For Beer with Character
For Beer with Character
We are BrauKon

Beer with Character is our passion

BrauKon supplies turnkey systems for the brewing and beverage industry all over the world. Over 100 employees, of which more than 30 are master brewers and engineers, develop individual solutions with the highest demands on technology and design on a daily basis, specifically for mid-tier breweries.

We are filled with pride when our customers' passion and our brewing systems create something unique - Beer with Character.

If you ever think about building a brewery – get in touch!

From brewers for brewers

We are the only brewing equipment manufacturer to brew and distribute over 30 of the most diverse brands of beer with our own Camba Bavaria brewery. We know what it means to run a brewery and are aware of the daily challenges. We are only too happy to share this experience with our customers and channel it directly into our brewing systems. From brewers for brewers.

Individual and innovative

Each brewery is unique and individually tuned to meet our customers' requirements. BrauKon guarantees brewers worldwide an excellent beer quality and optimum work sequences. We are always one step ahead and are continually revolutionizing the brewing industry with our reliable, economical products.
Corporate philosophy
Regional, international, cosmopolitan

We have already received multiple commendations as a successful company which remains close to its roots and which serves international customers. Together with our customers and partners, we place great importance on humane, respectful and congenial mutual conduct.

Outstanding beer quality
Over 30 master brewers and engineers, develop individual solutions with the highest demands on technology and design to guarantee brewers worldwide outstanding beer quality and optimal operational procedures. We do everything for Beer with Character – this motto is the center of our activities.

From brewers for brewers
We are the only brewing equipment manufacturer to brew and distribute over 30 of the most diverse brands of beer with our own Camba Bavaria brewery. We know what it means to run a brewery and are aware of the daily challenges. We are only too happy to share this experience with our customers and channel it directly into our brewing systems. From brewers for brewers.

Quality – Made in Germany
The piping and electric cables for every BrauKon brewing system are laid in our company by our certified professionals and, if the size of the brewhouse permits it, assembled in a BrauKon frame design. Regular quality controls guarantee that our demanding quality standards are consistently met.

BrauKon only uses the highest quality components and does not purchase materials from low-wage countries. Our suppliers are exclusively from Germany and its neighboring states. Together with our global service, this guarantees the intrinsic value of our systems.

Certified
We have our high-quality welding work certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 3834. In addition, we have manufacturer’s qualification in accordance with DGRL AD 2000 HP0 and DIN EN 1090-2 to increase our depth of manufacture in the pressurized vessel sector and for bearing steel structures.
BrauKon BrauTechnikum

Our knowledge for your Beer with Character

In our brewing technical center, we develop our products to perfection. We test and optimize special brewing sequences, product innovations and adjustments to changed raw produce quality. Continuous research and development are channeled directly into our plant construction processes and guarantee innovative, practice-oriented and user-friendly products – from brewers for brewers.

Individual training courses

We optimally prepare you for the new technology contained in your BrauKon system – before your brewery is delivered. This also shortens the commissioning phase and guarantees that production commences smoothly. During the training sessions, we convey practice-oriented professional knowledge directly while brewing and answer technical questions.

Contract brewing

With contract brewing you can create your own recipes in our brewing technical center and brew them in a range of quantities to suit your own requirements. You can also enter the market before buying the system and thus gain investment security while meeting increasing demand.

BrauTechnikum in Seeon

The brewing technical center has been the heart of our company headquarters in Seeon since 2016. The fully-automated 50 hl brewhouse is equipped with the BrauControl Pro controller and all BrauKon products. A keg and bottle filling line is also available on site.

BrauTechnikum in Truchtlaching

The first brewing technical center was built in 2008 at our Truchtlaching plant. The fully automated 10 hl brewhouse with a copper look is integrated in a Camba Bavaria brewery tavern and equipped with a BrauControl controller. It is the ideal location for new beer creations and collaboration brews with customers and brewer friends.

BrauTechnikum in Gundelfingen

The third brewing technical center is located in the Old Factory in Gundelfingen where it was installed in 2013. It is a manual 20 hl brewhouse and offers the option of collaborative brewing, as well as a can filling line.
BrauKon Breweries
Individual, reliable and turnkey
BrauKon Breweries

Individual, reliable and turnkey

We deliver turnkey brewery systems worldwide. The process of your entire project, from planning to realization, lies with only one partner – us. Our competent, experienced brewers and engineers are always on hand for customer support and advice, for planning, preparing recipes, supplying raw materials and operational controls. Cutting-edge technology and sophisticated pipe systems guarantee optimal yields. BrauKon turnkey breweries are tailored to meet your individual requirements.

Breweries as individual as you and your beer

Ready-to-use systems on stainless steel frames

The tried and tested BrauKon frame construction will win you over with its fast application and quality. Compact and simple to assemble while saving both time and money. BrauKon breweries are supplied completely piped, electrically wired and, depending on the size of the brewhouse, delivered mounted on stainless steel frames. Upon arrival, your system is installed by our specialists, connected to the supply media and is put into operation immediately. After the hardware test, CIP cleaning, and the water brew, your system is ready for its first batch – thus making it quick, easy and reliable.

Turnkey and flexible

The process of your entire project lies with us in one hand. This saves money and simplifies the project course. Since the entire process is exclusively in our hand, we guarantee safe investment. Whether modernizations, extensions or complete “Greenfield-Projects” – our competent, experienced brewers and engineers adapt to your individual requirements and offer tailor-made solutions.

Economical and energy saving

BrauKon breweries are built based while taking the latest energy and economic aspects into consideration. You achieve an optimal economic working method thanks to efficient heat recovery systems. All of BrauKon’s products are reliable, gentle on resources and easy to use, and in the long term, improve the quality of your beer. The perfect conditions for Beer with Character.
Breweries as individual as you and your beer
BrauKon pub breweries
Traditional art of brewing with expertise and commitment
BrauKon pub breweries
Traditional art of brewing in high quality

BrauKon pub breweries combine traditional appearance and atmosphere with the benefits of cutting-edge professional brewing technology. Long-term success depends primarily on the high quality of the produced beer. This is why the brewery should not only be a showpiece but also be suitable for professional brewing. In our pub breweries only sophisticated brewing technology are being used - of course designed to your individual requirements. We provide visual stimuli with traditional, handmade copper and wood paneling, thus turning your brewing systems into real eye-catchers. Your pub brewery is integrated in the location and presented against an optimum backdrop.

In that way our quality and competence together with your stylish atmosphere form a recipe for success.

Your brewery, a genuine high-quality eye-catcher

Professional technology

Just like our larger BrauKon breweries, our pub breweries are built while taking the latest energy and economic aspects into consideration. Pub breweries are also supplied completely piped, electrically wired and are delivered mounted on stainless steel frames. BrauKon pub breweries have the same technical and technological standards as other BrauKon breweries in order to create the best beer quality. Moreover, these are beautifully encased, making them suitable for pubs.
Your brewery, a genuine high-quality eye-catcher

Jopen – Haarlem / Netherlands
BrauKon products

Innovative technology and easy operation
Brewhouse technology

The best quality wort for the best quality beer

The brewhouse is the heart of every brewery and therefore crucial to the quality of the beer. BrauKon’s brewhouse technology guarantees an effective, economic and at the same time gentle production of wort without compromising on beer quality. Above all, the focus lies in addition to economic advantages, ultimate flexibility and easy handling on the highest quality wort with high extract yields.

Overview brewhouse technology

- **BrauKon BrauMill**
  The flexible, user-friendly grist mill for a gentle, efficient grinding of all types of malt.

- **BrauKon Alloy Sius®**
  The high performance pre-mashing system mixes malt grist and water simultaneously and thereby shortens mashing and lauterating times.

- **BrauKon GentleMix**
  The flow-optimized mixing system guarantees a uniform temperature distribution in the mash, protects the husks and thereby increases yields.

- **BrauKon SpeedKon**
  The efficient lauter system combines benefits such as outstanding wort quality, flexibility, high extraction yields and easy automation.

- **BrauKon SmartBoil***
  The intelligent, gentle boiling system affords brewers an economically efficient and flexible boiling of wort.
Control systems
The intelligent way to brew

There are many reasons for using control technology in a brewery. Whether it be to reduce working hours, or to automate the mashing-in process, or even to use raw materials and systems technology with the best possible efficiency in order to achieve a fully automated production facility with consistently high product quality. With the automation systems from BrauKon you are sure to find the optimal solution for every application.

Overview control systems

**BrauKon BrauControl**
The professional process brewery automation system is a reliable and secure investment and allows for programming independence.

**BrauKon BrauControl Pro**
The user-friendly operation of BrauControl ported to the process control system ProLeit Plant iT/brewmaxx V9.

**BrauKon TControl**
The semi-automatic control concept offers an economic solution for the partial steps mashing, lautering and wort boiling.

**BrauKon TControl Pro**
The user-friendly control assumes the entire brewhouse work of a two-vessel brewhouse – from mashing-in up to casting.
Hops technology

The full range of hop aroma

BrauKon hops technology delivers brewers all the instruments needed for the selective control and reproduction of the aroma profile in beer. The interaction of bitterness, various aroma compounds and the hop “bouquet” can be individually fine-tuned for each beer. BrauKon’s hops technology is the perfect solution for a unique aroma profile in beer.

Overview hops technology

**BrauKon HopDosing**
The hops dosing guarantees a user-friendly, automated dosing of hop pellets and hop extract in the brewhouse.

**BrauKon HopBack**
The user-friendly system for cone hops guarantees a constant, efficient release of precious oils and aromas.

**BrauKon HopBack Pellet**
The flexible solution for an effective addition of hops flavor with pellets between the whirlpool and wort cooling sequences with retention of hops particles.

**BrauKon HopGun®**
The effective cold hopping system guarantees a constant, efficient release of oils and aromas from hop pellets in the finished beer.

**BrauKon HopGun Pro**
The cold hopping system allows for a fully automatic cold hopping process, even with large pellet quantities.
Yeast technology
Fresh yeast for Beer with Character

The raw material yeast plays a crucial role in breweries. A wide range of flavors can be produced in beer using different yeast cultures, resulting in almost unlimited varieties. BrauKon supplies compact process systems for the storage or propagation of yeast in a variety of designs such as units for manual micro-breweries up to fully automated units for larger breweries.

Overview yeast technology

**BrauKon VitaProp®**
The compact solution for yeast propagation, yeast assimilation as well as yeast pitching and wort sampling.

**BrauKon VitaProp Pro**
Efficient and defined processes of the fully automated yeast system offer consistent and vital yeasts with extremely fast cell growth rates.

**BrauKon VitaSius**
The hygienically designed yeast deaeration system guarantees a hygienically safe vitalization of the harvest yeast for a fresh beer flavor.
Process systems
The guarantee for best beer quality

The economical use of water and energy, new environmental regulations and the shelf life of beer present new challenges to brewers every day. BrauKon process systems are the optimal solution for an effective, energy-saving cleaning and for the gentle pasteurization of beer. This guarantees a constant product safety and thus an optimal beer quality.

Overview process systems

**BrauKon CIP systems**
Individual, fully automated CIP systems allow for effective cleaning, so that the increased requirements on hygiene and quality are met.

**BrauKon flash pasteurizers**
Semi- and fully automated flash pasteurizers heat the beer shortly at gentle temperatures thus maintaining the nutritional value, flavor and consistency.

**BrauKon spice extraction systems**
BrauKon spice extraction systems allow for effective aroma extraction from herbs and other plant-based flavoring sources.
Delighted brewers
We are proud of our customers

Joined together by Beer with Character
It is Beer with Character that delights us brewers, makes our hearts beat faster – is what joins us together. This global bond knows no bounds, neither continental borders nor language restrictions. It breaks down all barriers and allows us to develop an even closer union.

Happy customers are the best reference we could ask for

The focus is on you and your beer
Our brewing systems meet the highest demands in the fields of technology and design. They are manufactured while taking the latest energy and economic considerations into account, are reliable, gentle on resources and easy to operate. And the focus throughout is on you and your beer.

Successful together
BrauKon customers are successful. Their follow-up orders and the numerous commendations for their excellent beer quality are the best proof of this.

We are proud of our customers
We are filled with pride when the passion of our customers and our breweries create something unique – Beer with Character. And it is clear to see that Beer with Character makes people happy.
Happy customers are the best reference we could ask for.

BRAUKON® is a trade mark registered in Germany (30 346 705) and in the European Union (017 742 594).

ALLOYSIUS® Our high-performance pre-mashing system ALLOYSIUS® is patented in Germany (DE patent no. 10 2006 050 783). ALLOYSIUS® is a trade mark registered in Germany (30 2018 101 213).

HOPGUN® Our dry hopping apparatus HOPGUN® is patented in Germany (DE patent no. 10 2012 110 830) and in the USA (US patent no. 9,493,732). HOPGUN® is a trade mark registered in Germany (30 2017 109 115) and in the European Union (015 981 467). SMARTBOIL® Our intelligent wort boiler SMARTBOIL® is patented in Germany (DE patent no. 10 2005 021 782).

VITAPROP® Our compact yeast system VITAPROP® is a trade mark registered in Germany (30 2018 101 212).